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DISCUSSION

Christine Harrington

We are here today to discuss Liz Schneider’s book *Battered Women and Feminist Lawmaking*¹ and the issues this book raises

¹ ELIZABETH M. SCHNEIDER, BATTERED WOMEN AND FEMINIST LAWMAKING (Yale University Press 2000). The book examines the pathbreaking legal process that has brought the pervasiveness and severity of domestic violence to public attention and has led the United States Congress, the Supreme Court, and the United Nations to address the problem over the last thirty years. Schneider explores how claims of rights for battered women have emerged from feminist activism, and assesses the possibilities and limitations of feminist legal advocacy to improve battered women’s lives and transform law and culture. The book chronicles the struggle to incorporate feminist arguments into law, particularly in cases of battered women who kill their assailants and battered women who are mothers. With a broad perspective on feminist lawmaking as a vehicle of social change, Schneider examines a range of subjects including criminal prosecution of batterers, the
for law and society scholars. I will first sketch out two important themes in the book and then moderate the discussion among our panelists and with the audience. Our panelists are Professor Sally Merry, who teaches anthropology at Wellesley College, Professor Marianne (“Mimi”) Wesson, who is at the University of Colorado Law School, and Professor Renée Römken, Visiting Professor at Columbia University and Professor at Utrecht University in the Netherlands. The author of the book is Professor Liz Schneider from Brooklyn Law School. Professor

civil rights remedy of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994, the O.J. Simpson trials, and a class on battered women and the law that she taught at Harvard Law School. Feminist lawmaking on woman abuse, Schneider argues, should reaffirm the historic vision of violence and gender equality that originally animated activist and legal work.


Law and society scholars examine the function of law in society and the symbiosis between law and society. Lawrence M. Friedman, The Law and Society Movement, 38 STAN L. REV. 763, 775 (1986). The Law and Society Association was founded in 1964 and publishes the Law and Society Review. See The Law and Society Association, at http://www.lawandsociety.org. Its members are comprised of scholars in the areas of law, sociology, political science, anthropology, economics, and history. Id.
Schneider will have an opportunity to make some remarks about her book, then we will hear from each panelist. Finally, we will open the discussion up to the audience.

It is hard to be systematic in my comments because I have been engaged with Liz’s argument about the dialectic between rights and politics from the time she first introduced dialectics as a feminist methodology and as a feminist epistemology for legal reform. This argument has made a profound feminist contribution to research areas in law and society, such as law and social policy, law and social change, and feminist legal theory. In the beginning of the book, Liz says, “I examine both the accomplishments and contradictions through the lens of feminist legal advocacy efforts on violence against women in the United States.” Her theoretical approach is not concerned with measuring the successes or failures of the movement. She does something more methodologically sophisticated than “gap studies,” which repeatedly (and inevitably) find that there is a “gap” between reform ideas and implementation of policy. The book examines the interrelationship between law and social movement practices in order to understand a larger problem for law and social policy—the interrelationship between rights and politics viewed in terms of the dialectic between consciousness and social change. In the case of the U.S. movement against domestic violence, Liz employs dialectics to deconstruct familiar categories in law and in society (e.g., public/private; male/female; civil/criminal; mother/child; husband/wife; etc.). She argues that these binary categories are themselves the focus of consciousness raising in the feminist movement and in feminist lawyering. In so doing, the book systematically unravels the complexity of lawmaking for feminist lawyers. She writes, “lawmaking and rights assertions can be understood as forms of

4 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 5.
5 See CHRISTINE B. HARRINGTON, SHADOW JUSTICE: THE IDEOLOGY AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF ALTERNATIVES TO COURT (Greenwood Publ’g Group 1985) (examining the legal formalism that results in a gap between socio-legal reform ideology and institutional practice).
the philosophical concept of praxis.” 6 If consciousness-raising is itself a form of praxis, then the work of transcending gendered social and legal dichotomies, such as those to which I just referred, may in turn explain how new and perhaps even more emancipatory social practices for women are forged in intimate, as well as state relationships. While her analysis gives particular weight to “historical contingency” as a key factor in shaping the politics of rights, the dialectical method she employs makes a compelling argument that “rights” and “politics” are best understood as praxis.

The book examines over thirty years of work on social constructions of “violence against women”—social constructions produced by the state, by feminist scholars, by lawyers, by battered women and children, by the courts and by other social forces like economics, psychology, politics, etc. 7 The book synthesizes disparate bodies of research from an array of disciplines on how and why particular social constructions of domestic violence dominate at particular periods in U.S. history. This aspect of the book makes another important contribution to law and society work. For here, in the deconstruction of gendered battery, Liz carves out new social space, new social understanding of law, for the survivors of domestic violence. I am referring to the survivors who did not have advocates, the survivors who did not have feminist lawyers, the survivors Professor Linda Gordon writes about in Heroes of Their Own Lives. 8 The interdisciplinary approach Liz develops makes better

6 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 34 (citing Karl E. Klare, Lawmaking As Praxis, 40 Telos 123, 132 n.28 (1979)); Schneider, supra note 3, at 600 (explaining that “[t]he fundamental aspect of praxis is the active role of consciousness and subjectivity in shaping theory and practice, and the dynamic interrelationship that results . . . . [L]awmaking can be a form of praxis; it can be constitutive, creative, and an expression of the ‘embeddedness of action-in-belief and belief-in-action.’”) (quoting Klare, supra at 132 n.28).

7 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 13-28; see also infra note 25 (regarding the ever-expanding and unstable definition of violence against women).

8 LINDA GORDON, HEROES OF THEIR OWN LIVES: THE POLITICS AND HISTORY OF FAMILY VIOLENCE 250-88 (Viking Penguin 1988) (delineating the gender-based causes of spouse abuse, describing difficulties of mothers in
sense of law and social policy for those of us who have survived domestic violence in the pre-1970s period—for those of us who have our stories recorded in police records as “family disturbances” or “family quarrels.” The approach provides a way to understand more fully how these social constructions operated in law and society and in women’s lives. While the book may make sense for/to survivors of domestic violence, it does not portray them as heroic or super human. To do so would embrace an individualist explanation of domestic violence and lend support to volitional policies. Instead, Liz’s analysis suggests that the survivors are representative of a human condition that moves them and us to struggle for emancipation. That condition, that vision of emancipation, is made present in how Liz writes about the detailed practices of feminist lawyering in which she is implicated.

With these two contributions in mind, one more classically academic—her analysis of the dialectic of rights and politics—and the other more general—her view of what motivates social change—I turn to Liz for her introductory comments.

**Liz Schneider**

Let me provide some background. The book comes out of thirty years of my work in a variety of different contexts: as a lawyer, as an activist, as a theorist, and as a law teacher. In the book I offer a critical perspective on the last thirty years of feminist legal advocacy, in which I have been involved both as a lawyer and as a theorist. The link between theory and practice has been something that has been very much a part of my life and my own work, my approach to law, my teaching. The book not

---

9 Id. at 278, 285-86, 294 (showing that wife beating has been sanctioned and controlled throughout history by cultural influences such as religion, law, family and friends, evidenced by a history of female subordination and passivity, the reluctance of the state through legal means to interfere with family privacy, and the protection sought in the refuge of supportive family members’ homes).
only talks about activism and experience in a number of different areas of lawmaking, but it talks about the process of change. For example, in addition to problems of litigation and lawyering, I discuss the importance of bringing some of these insights and perspectives around domestic violence into law schools and other academic fields, and the difficulty in teaching issues of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{10}

The book is intended to be a kind of insider self-critical reflection—critical in raising hard questions for those of us who have been involved in this work, struggling with these questions more broadly. Since I know there are many of you in the room who have not read the book, the most important theme is that while domestic violence has been recognized as a more serious public problem, public thinking and legal work around domestic violence have become decontextualized from issues of gender. The notion of gender is what originally shaped activism and law reform on domestic violence—it is the way in which activists framed it. Domestic violence was a moment, a part of a broader problem of gender inequality. But now domestic violence has become unmoored from those issues of gender, for a whole variety of reasons, which I develop in the book.\textsuperscript{11} The book argues that it is necessary to reaffirm the original impetus of activism and advocacy on domestic violence, the inextricable link

\textsuperscript{10} See SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 105-11, 211-12, 223-27.

\textsuperscript{11} See id. at 6, 21-28, 96-97, 101-11, 182-88, 228-32. Traditionally, feminists have argued that systemic societal female subordination produces gender violence. \textit{Id.} at 5, 22-23, 228. Feminists who began the battered women’s movement, many of whom were themselves battered, viewed battered women as sisters in the larger struggle towards gender equality. \textit{Id.} at 22-23, 96. They worked not only to alleviate the threat of violence, but also to address social and economic disparities that subordinate women and make them susceptible to gender-motivated violence. \textit{Id.} at 22-23, 96. As the movement has gained legitimacy, Schneider argues that the link between battering and gender bias has become increasingly subverted and that lawmakers approach violence against women as if it can be solved in isolation from its historical and social contexts. \textit{Id.} at 6, 27-28. Broader issues of gender such as socialization, lack of education, child care, employment discrimination, and poverty are frequently excluded from consideration in legal reform concerning domestic violence. \textit{Id.} at 23-26, 183, 229-30.
between violence and equality.

_Sally Merry_

I was delighted to have a chance to read and comment on this book. Liz Schneider has provided us an invaluable overview of the key elements of feminist legal thinking about battered women. The book is well-grounded in past struggles,12 so there is a clear sense of development and change in the field. It is also rooted in feminist analysis,13 resisting the increasingly pervasive psychological and family systems models, which are coming to

12 SCHNEIDER, _supra_ note 1, at 15-23, 39, 42-45, 88-97. Schneider notes that domestic violence has been part of practically every culture throughout history. _Id._ at 13. For example, Anglo-American common law and early Roman law provided that a husband could treat his wife as property, and it was his prerogative to chastise her. _Id._ at 13.

An initial wave of advocacy in the United States during the nineteenth century achieved measured success by focusing primarily on domestic violence instead of attacking male dominance generally or asserting the woman’s inherent right to freedom and equality. _Id._ at 16, 18, 43. However, achievements did not translate into real progress, as the movement’s initial success in prohibiting public violence against women could not protect violence against women in the marital context, which courts felt was beyond their capacity to adjudicate. _Id._ at 17-18, 88-97. For example, family court judges often failed to provide a battered woman with physical protection if she filed a complaint against her batterer, asserting that family preservation was necessary and the abuse could be cured or corrected. _Id._ at 18.

The second wave of advocacy during the twentieth century was premised on the notion of a woman’s inherent right to be free from violence and led to the development of social services and increased social and economic opportunities for women. _Id._ at 21-22, 39, 42-43. Domestic violence survivors still struggle within a social framework of gender inequality, leading to their economic dependence on the batterer, the absence of social support networks to aid in mothering, lack of educational opportunities, lack of child care and, in general, their social and economic vulnerability. _Id._ at 12-13, 23.

13 Schneider’s feminist analysis encompasses not only gender-based descriptions explicitly linking gender, violence and women’s equality, but also broad descriptions of battering that explore interrelationships between coercion, power and control, and political descriptions of battering using statist imagery (such as terrorism and torture) to detail the experience of battering. _Id._ at 46-49.
dominate this field. One of its values is its commitment to this feminist approach, an approach to a large extent on the defensive in the U.S. today. I also appreciated the book because it is grounded in legal questions. What are the evidentiary difficulties of these cases? What are the preconceptions of judges? What are the biases in the way the categories of law privilege men’s experiences? There is clearly a sense of looking back in this book, of assessing the past thirty years of this movement and confronting some of its ironies and the areas of resistance it has encountered.

Schneider recognizes that despite major advances in the battered women’s movement, there is still a great deal of resistance and some indication that resistance is increasing. The story is one of good intentions and good interventions poorly carried out by police, judges and legal officials who are often too ambivalent about prosecuting men who are violent with their partners. The public/private divide that relegated this problem to the bedroom rather than the courtroom seems to have remained intractable, relatively unchanged despite enormous pressure to change.

I found the situation of the defense of women who kill their batterers among the most important ironies in the book. It seems to me that this problem more than any other engaged feminist legal scholars in the early part of the movement. But this problem led to a very productive reexamination of the concept of self-defense, the way it was applied to women rather than men, and

14 Schneider argues that the development of a battered women’s movement has advanced and improved women’s self-determination, self-organization, and democratic participation as citizens. Id. at 20-27.
15 See, e.g., Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965) (exemplifying judicial reluctance to encroach on the marital bedroom); Soto v. Flores, 103 F.3d 1056 (1st Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 819 (1997) (affirming the dismissal of an abused woman’s § 1983 suit against local police, who refused to arrest her abusive husband days before he killed himself and her children, and holding that the woman had not been deprived of her constitutional right to due process and that no constitutional duty exists for police to protect citizens from private violence). See generally Reva B. Siegel, “The Rule of Love”: Wife Beating As Prerogative and Privacy, 105 YALE L.J. 2117 (1996).
the nature of male identity presumed by reasonable man concepts.\textsuperscript{16} The irony lies in the development of the explanatory framework of “battered women syndrome.” As Schneider shows well, this particular framework has reinforced images of battered women as passive, helpless victims.\textsuperscript{17} I think it was so successful precisely because it was so compatible with existing gender ideologies. Much as the right to abortion founded on privacy arguments has served to reinforce the domain of the family as private,\textsuperscript{18} this argument reinforced images of women’s passivity, even as it may have succeeded in freeing the women who killed their batterers.

Schneider also asks about the implications of using a rights approach for this problem.\textsuperscript{19} This is a key question, both for the United States movement, which began with some ambivalence about rights, and for the international violence against women movement. As she points out, early activists recognized the problem of using rights, but they had to rely on the law as a way to define the problem and intervene in it.\textsuperscript{20} As the global

\textsuperscript{16} Gender bias has long plagued the application of self-defense laws to battered women who kill; judges and attorneys tended to categorize these women as “mentally ill” or “temporarily insane” rather than to view their actions as taken in self defense and to apply a reasonableness standard. See \textsc{Schneider, supra} note 1, at 79-83, 113-15, 121-22. The traditional doctrine of self-defense was based on the experience of men and did not account for women’s different perceptions. Feminist legal scholars have attempted to introduce evidence to help juries understand that women who kill their batterers may act in reasonable and justifiable self-defense. \textit{Id.} at 121-26.

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.} at 62. Schneider argues further that defining battered women as helpless victims is also dangerous because it revives the concept of excuse by “focus[ing] on the woman’s defects, the woman as subject to the ‘syndrome,’” thus implying the woman is “inherently deficient instead of affirming the circumstances of her act.” \textit{Id.} at 135. The term “battered woman syndrome” triggers stereotypes for lawyers and judges and plays into the patriarchal attitudes of courts. \textit{Id.} at 137. Consequently, the term “battered woman survivor” has begun to be used instead of “victim.” \textit{Id.} at 76.


\textsuperscript{19} \textsc{Schneider, supra} note 1, at 34-45 (discussing the development and shortcomings of the rights approach to feminist lawmaking).

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.} at 38-45.
movement expands in the wake of the Vienna Conference of 1993\textsuperscript{21} and the Beijing Conference of 1995,\textsuperscript{22} a rights approach is


becoming increasingly central. Yet, it is contested in many of the same ways that rights are ambivalent and contested in the U.S. A fundamental theme that arises throughout this book is the discussion about individual or collective rights, how these rights are to be defined, and whether rights can be maintained in a more collective sense.\textsuperscript{23}

I want to emphasize three major points from the book that I found valuable, although there were many others. The first is the difficulty of defining the problem itself. There are so many labels, with so many different implications. The term “battered woman” itself is one among many, and Liz talks about which term to use.\textsuperscript{24} Does this mean woman as victim? Does this ignore attention to the perpetrator? What is the meaning of gender-neutral terms like “spouse assault”? I think defining the problem is critical because the solution depends on how the problem is defined. If the problem is defined as “patriarchy,” there is one set of solutions; if defined as “spouse assault,” solutions depend on family functioning. I think that this book, which begins by foregrounding that problem, is very important. Much of the struggle in the movement has actually been to create a stable definition.\textsuperscript{25} I think a definition is elusive because so much is at

\textsuperscript{23} SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 62-65, 103.

\textsuperscript{24} SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 45, 60-62.

\textsuperscript{25} There has been wide variety in the definition of “domestic violence.” See CAL. FAM. CODE § 6211 (West 1994) (defining domestic violence as abuse of a spouse, former spouse, cohabitant, former cohabitant, dating partner, fiancée, person with whom the abuser has a child, child of the abuser,
stake—whether this is a movement against institutions that reinforce male power and the family, or whether this is a movement about psychologically dysfunctional men or women. The continuing definitional instability is symptomatic of the importance of the problem. And because the definition of a problem inexorably points to the solution and the particular mode of intervention, the difficulty of defining the problem leads to complexity in the kinds of responses and solutions that we are seeing on the ground, which vary between psychotherapeutic approaches to much more culturally transformative ones that may begin to address problems of patriarchy. Batterer intervention programs for men provide an interesting example. Here we see the tension between the individual and the collective understanding of rights. Is battering defined as an individual violation of rights or as a violation of a collective body of individuals such as women, whose rights are being systematically denied?

This problem appears in the human rights international level as well. One of the interesting issues on the international level is the wide variation in the definition of the problem in different national and sub-group contexts. This is related to differences in the way the problem is conceptualized based on different kinship
systems and different ideologies about how societies are organized. For example, I just spent a little time in China interviewing practitioners and scholars working on the problem of violence against women. Although the Chinese take inspiration from Seoul, Beijing and the U.S. movement, the concern, at least in some of the literature I read, is that the problem needs to be defined differently in the context of the Chinese kinship system. One argument is that the U.S. model, which is also the European model, tends to focus on sexual relationships across a


27 See supra note 22 (describing the 1995 Beijing Conference).

28 The United States addresses problems of domestic violence using a legal rights and legislative approach. SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 34-54; compare the battered women’s movement in Great Britain, infra notes 71-72 and accompanying text. See also infra note 64 (describing the Violence Against Women Act).

wide variety of settings—relationships such as boyfriend/girlfriend, husband/wife, same-sex partners, and various romantic relationships—whereas in China, the grounding is in the kinship system, but the victim can be the wife, the infant girl, or the old father or mother.\textsuperscript{30} There is a different array and structure of kin that can be part of these battered relationships, given the nature of the patrilineal, patrilocal family structure. This kind of instability at the heart of the problem is an interesting issue to consider as the definition of the problem crosses national boundaries.

The second point in the book that I thought was very instructive and interesting is the difficulty of lawyering in this field—the really painful dilemmas and dichotomies for feminist lawyers trying to use the courts. Especially trenchant is the analysis of the struggle to move past the dichotomy between victims and agents. Again, the explanatory framework of “battered women’s syndrome” exacerbated this problem by creating women as deserving protection only if they are defined as victims. This dichotomy exists despite efforts to redefine women as survivors, which I have found in my own research is clearly the preferred term.\textsuperscript{31}

I was thinking about this in light of David Garland’s recent book called \textit{The Culture of Control}\textsuperscript{32} in which he talks about the shift in criminal justice theory that took place in the 1970s in the United States from a focus on protecting the defendant and the defendant’s rights to a focus on defending the victim and prosecuting the perpetrator. This shift has led to longer and


\textsuperscript{31} \textit{See, e.g.}, SCHNEIDER, \textit{supra} note 1, at 61, 76.

\textsuperscript{32} DAVID GARLAND, \textit{THE CULTURE OF CONTROL: CRIME AND SOCIAL ORDER IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY} (Univ. of Chi. Press 2001).
longer periods of incarceration, more severe punishments, and more punitive attitudes towards defendants; yet the transition was partly engineered by a focus on the victim, who became much more central to our theorizing in the late twentieth century than he or she had been before. Ironically, the success of the feminist movement in foregrounding the victim has, in fact, contributed in some ways to this more punitive, less rehabilitative approach towards offenders of all sorts, not just batterers. I think this is one of the painful dilemmas of trying to do lawmaking in this domain. Indeed, as Schneider points out, it is only as victims that women get help in court, and even within that framework, their inability to be heard is severely circumscribed.\footnote{SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 186 (explaining arguments that mandatory prosecution and no-drop policies can “re-victimize women by subjecting them to further coercion at the hands of the state; they increase the risk of retaliation against the victim by the batterer; and finally, they disempower women by taking their autonomy away from them”).} At the same time, by emphasizing the image of this vulnerable, undeserving victim, the battered women’s movement itself may have contributed to the refocus of the criminal justice system.\footnote{See SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 74-86 (regarding the issues relevant to victimization of women in feminist lawmaking and arguing that gender subordination should be understood as a process in which women can both be oppressed and offer resistance simultaneously). See also id. at 186 (regarding arguments of those who believe that “shifting the decision to prosecute from the victim to the state disempowers batterers and prevents them from further manipulating justice and endangering victims’ lives”).} This is clearly one of those ironies of social transformation.

A second unintended and undesired consequence of the criminalization of battering has been the continued legal surveillance and incarceration of men of color. In my research, it turned out that the vast disproportion of men who end up in batterer’s treatment programs are poor and men of color.\footnote{Sally Engle Merry, Gender Violence and Legally Engendered Selves, 2 IDENTITIES: GLOBAL STUDIES IN CULTURE AND POWER 49 (1995).} These are not, of course, the only men who batter, but they are the ones who end up in the criminal justice system. And, as Angela Davis asked at the first Color of Violence Conference last year, is the
criminal justice system the only way to go? Did white feminists who pursued this route really think about the dilemmas for women of color, whose partners have already been disproportionately subject to police and judicial surveillance? Schneider notes that this was early recognized as a problem in the feminist movement, and yet, it is one of those painful dilemmas that is hard to escape. In my more cynical moments, I wonder if the success of the battered women’s movement in bringing these cases to court and achieving at least minimal standards for arrest, prosecution, and even occasional incarceration is in part because it dovetailed with these other agendas, both the refocus on victims and the increase of control and surveillance over men of color. I am not making any claims about intentionality. I am only saying that this convergence of conservative and feminist interests may have facilitated feminist successes, although not in a way advocated or desired by feminists.

Although the whole book is very strong, one of the strongest chapters discusses the dilemmas of motherhood and battering. It has long been clear to me that there is an image of a good victim as one who calls the police, who prosecutes the case, who testifies, and who leaves. But it seems clear that there is also an image of a good mother, and this is a similarly constrained identity. Only if one behaves a certain way does one really merit the support of the criminal justice system. The good mother is the person who immediately leaves the partner, protects her children at all costs, puts the interests of her children before her own, and is the person who deserves help, not the others. It is a very constraining identity. I thought that this analysis was really fascinating and full of painful dilemmas for lawyering in this sphere of work.

37 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 63-64, 184, 196.
38 Id. at 148-78.
39 See, e.g., id.; LINDA GORDON, HEROES OF THEIR OWN LIVES 252-64 (Viking 1988) (describing certain traits of mothers that are detrimental to receiving social agency relief).
The third point I wanted to discuss is the implication of the growing international human rights movement against violence against women. I agree with Liz that the international movement has very significantly re-politicized the problem, taken it back out of the domain of psychological definitions of individual malfunction—the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (“PTSD”) discussions—and moved it to a new, more political domain.\textsuperscript{40} Schneider makes this point clear, and I think it is a critical one. It is interesting that in the international debates, the definition of violence against women has become increasingly expansive. It now includes trafficking, rape in wartime, violence against women in refugee camps, the effects of poverty, armed conflict, globalization, and structural adjustment programs.\textsuperscript{41}

People talked about this very issue at the Beijing Plus Five Conference\textsuperscript{42} and have talked about it at other international meetings. I heard one woman from Nigeria ask at Beijing Plus Five, “Can you consider polygamy violence against women?” This was in a non-government organization (“NGO”) discussion about violence against women. The organizer said, “Sure, why

\textsuperscript{40} Schneider, supra note 1, at 28, 53-56. See generally Rhonda Copelon, Bringing Beijing Home, 21 Brook. J. Int’l L. 599 (1996) (quoting the Beijing Declaration that “women’s rights are human rights”); Berta Esperanza Hernandez-Tryol, Sex, Culture, and Rights: A Re/Conceptualization of Violence for the Twenty-First Century, 60 Alb. L. Rev. 607, 629 (1997) (noting that at the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna, women participants insisted that because the “disempowerment of women is based on the public/private dichotomy,” violence against women must be included on the agenda).


\textsuperscript{42} In June 2000, the United Nations held a five-year implementation review of the Fourth World Conference on women (Beijing Plus Five). For a detailed summary, see International Policy UN Conferences: Fourth World Conference on Women + 5, 2000, available at http://www.iwhc.org/index.cfm. (stating that “feminist advocates and activists from more than 1,000 nongovernmental organizations met with government delegates from 148 countries to review progress made since the 1995 Fourth World Conference on Women and to agree on further actions needed to accelerate implementation of the Beijing Declaration and the Platform for Action”).
not.” So, now we have polygamy as well. I heard another talk about widowhood rituals as violence against women. This is again a very large, growing, and hopefully not ultimately incoherent category of behavior. The drawback of expanding the definition of violence against women is potential incoherence.

I think the human rights framework offers another advantage that Liz suggests, and that I would like to underscore. You can think about problems as human rights violations that can then become gendered. It is a way of expanding the definition of the problem. She gives the example of Maquiladora export processing zones in Mexico where there is a human rights concern about excluding pregnant women from the workplace. 43 This provides an opportunity to reexamine questions of equality in workplaces and exclusionary legislation concerning pregnancy elsewhere in the U.S. I have watched this in other human rights debates where issues that are not always thought of in gender terms become re-gendered. For example, there is a lot of talk about effects of conflict on populations that become refugees in armed conflict, and there is now an effort to look at the fact that this is disproportionately affecting women and children. 44 So you can gender the effects of armed conflict. Refugees, women and children are disproportionately victims. 45 Women are subject to violence in refugee camps; their partners have nothing to do; they have no protection; they are living under plastic sheets. Thus, they are in a sense more vulnerable to this problem.

43 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 56 (using “the legal treatment of pregnant workers in the maquiladora” as an example of a problem that exists in this country as well but is not currently a focus of advocacy).


45 See generally Gardam & Jarvis, 32 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 1, 11 (highlighting the impact of landmines in armed conflict and their effect on the world’s refugee population, the majority of which are women and children).
Globalization is increasing poverty in rural areas of the global south, and it is often women and girls who fall disproportionately into poverty.46

One of the recent interesting discussions is about the effect of AIDS, looked at in a gendered way. The rate of increase of AIDS among teenagers in southern Africa is five or six times as high for girls as for boys.47 This is probably because girls marry older, more sexually experienced men, and as wives, they cannot really ask for safe sex.48 To look at the gender dimension of these problems and to think about them globally as violence is quite interesting. In discussions of racism, again it is women of color who are more often victims. Trafficked women are often women of color.49 Those who have difficulty with exclusion from work


47 The United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS found that there are roughly 13.3 million women living in Sub-Saharan Africa with HIV/AIDS compared to 10.9 million men. Moreover, around twelve to thirteen million women become newly infected with HIV for every ten million men. Gender and HIV, United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (Mar. 2001), available at http://www.unaids.org/fact_sheets/files/GenderFS_en.doc. See also R.W. Johnson, Analysis: Infant Rape Captures AIDS Crisis, United Press International, Nov. 24, 2001 (stating that “statistics show that women catch HIV far more easily than men and because men tend to be attracted to younger women, the HIV rates among teenage girls are far higher than among boys,” and asserting that this knowledge of young women in their early twenties dying of AIDS has become quite common, making girls of younger and younger ages vulnerable to men who believe that only sex with a virgin will cleanse them of the spell of AIDS).


49 See, e.g., Berta Esperanza Hernandez, Latinas, Culture & Human
are not just people of color but often women of color.\textsuperscript{50} Again, you can see what adding gender does to this issue. I think this is a very productive way to think about a range of issues of violence against women, which brings us back to the larger, more structural kind of analysis where feminism began.

In a sense, this is the upbeat part of the book, this is the hope for the future. I wish I could be quite as optimistic as this little description of mine has just sounded, and as I think Liz wants to be, but I find reasons for some pessimism, as I said earlier. There is a lot at stake here; there is a lot of resistance globally to undermining marriage structures.\textsuperscript{51} I see a strong tendency to introduce the same kinds of individual rights-based approaches that we have tried and found difficult and problematic in the United States. Among others, there are efforts to establish

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{51} Global efforts by women activists in this area have led to international conferences in Nairobi in 1985 and Beijing in 1995. In addition, activists’ efforts resulted in the appointment of a United Nations Special Rapporteur on Violence. SCHNEIDER, \textit{supra} note 1, at 53-54. However, there has been widespread criticism of the lack of concrete results. Id. at 54. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Violence recently issued a report criticizing foreign governments for a “lack of strategies of implementation on commitments to eradicate violence” and their overwhelming failure to meet international obligations to prevent, investigate, and prosecute domestic abuse. Id. See also Gustavo Capdevila, \textit{Gov’t Indifferent to Domestic Violence, U.N. Says}, INTERPRESS SERV., Apr. 19, 1999; Hilary Charlesworth, \textit{The Mid-Life Crisis of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights}, 55 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 781, 794 (1998).

\end{footnotesize}
shelters, to have mandatory arrests, no-drop prosecution, and to mount legal defenses for women who kill their batterers. I recently found myself sitting in a room in Beijing talking to a group of women who asked me, “How do I start a shelter?” On the one hand, this is very important; on the other hand, we have been through a lot of issues around what makes shelters work, and it is going to be a complicated problem to make one work in Beijing. I think this makes Schneider’s book important to the global movement. It is valuable to show how these mechanisms have and have not developed and functioned in the U.S. from the perspective of a legal scholar and activist. This book is invaluable for the global movement, and I think activists in different parts of the world would benefit from it.

Christine Harrington

On that note of instability and hope and transition, we will turn to Renée.

Renée Römkens

My existence is one of transition from the Netherlands to the United States, going back and forth between the two countries. In this context, with all its inherent disruptions, my comments reflect this condition.

Let me first and foremost compliment Liz Schneider on her book; it is unique and important in its presentation and analysis. It is timely in the sense that it presents a thorough and comprehensive history of the development of the many various legal battles that have been fought in the American battered women’s movement at a moment in history that feminist legal politics in the domain of domestic violence seem to have entered mainstream politics, certainly in the United States.\footnote{SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 12-20, 42-45.} The book contains a wealth of information, and one of the many things I really like about it is that it is written in a very accessible way. When covering both developments in academic theoretical
debates and developments in legal practice and activism in the U.S., it is a laudable accomplishment to present the material in such a way that makes it accessible to a wide audience without simplifying its complexity. In that respect, Liz Schneider’s work in general, not only this book, provides important and valuable resources to activists as well as scholars. I want to thank her for that. I very much agree with Sally that this book deserves to be read widely, both in the United States and internationally! It provides important insights about the gains and the losses that legal struggles inevitably imply.

As a feminist academic coming from the Netherlands, who has worked as a researcher in the field of domestic violence for a good part of the last twenty years, and now lives in the U.S., I will comment on Schneider’s book from a Western European perspective. What can we in a European context learn from American feminist-inspired legal developments where the topic of domestic violence has been subject to elaborate law-making as well as policy development? What kind of inspiration does the American experience offer, given that American feminist legal developments take place in a different socio-legal context compared to Western Europe? Is more legal regulation actually an advantage? Besides my praise for Schneider’s book, which is admittedly too brief, I will focus on the two issues from the book that have inspired me to critical reflection.

The first point that is particularly appropriate to raise in a law and society context concerns the relationship between social and legal developments. What are the implications of the shift that the concept of the battered woman seems to have made from a social category in the early 1970s, launched by a social and political feminist movement, to a legal category in the 1990s (particularly in the U.S.) that has entered mainstream politics? This first point touches upon Schneider’s discussion of the dialectical relationship between law and its social and educational effects. The second point is an issue that Schneider herself addresses throughout the book, but especially toward the end: what are the limits and the possibilities of the kind of political or social transformation that

53 *Id.* at 199-200.
law can bring about? And, most importantly, what are the
dilemmas that feminist law reformers confront? In that respect,
my comments might overlap with some of Sally Merry’s
remarks. I will concentrate on what I consider to be the
unintended consequences of legal regulation.

My first point concerns what Schneider labels the dialectical
process of lawmaking. We are at the point in history when the
category of the battered woman seems to have shifted in a
political-strategic context from a primarily social to a
predominantly legal category. The battered woman is the subject
(and object) of increasing regulation that, in theory, is intended
to support and/or protect victims. This regulation often has law
as its basic vehicle, certainly in the U.S. What struck me
throughout the book is Schneider’s emphasis on the positive facts
of that shift. And she has valid reasons for so doing. The
problem of wife abuse in the U.S. has definitely shifted—no
matter how ambiguously—from a private problem to be dealt
with in shame, if not in silence, by the individuals concerned to a
social concern that receives public attention and is the subject of
various public interventions. There has been a development of
public concern and responsibility to intervene in which legal
change has acted as an important vehicle. In that respect the book
illuminates the dialectical relationship between the social and the
legal domain. At the same time, Schneider presents an impressive
collection of data that illustrates the underlying tension inherent
in this shift. Despite the fact that battering has moved into the
public domain and that the public discourse, as rhetoric and as
praxis, has expanded, particularly through the invocation of law,
the implementation of law to address domestic violence often
relegates it to the private sphere. The DeShaney case is a very
tragic example of this problem.54 In other words, the
implementation of legal regulation of wife battering turns out to
be very ambiguous and full of resistance against taking public

54 See DeShaney v. Winnebago County Dep’t of Soc. Serv., 489 U.S.
189, 195-97 (1989) (ruling that the state lacks any affirmative obligation to
prevent domestic violence or to protect individuals against it if the source of
harm is private).
responsibility. Schneider emphasizes that traditional notions of privacy as justification for non-intervention sustain violence. 55 But I think that the underlying public-private analysis disadvantages battered women in more complex and paradoxical ways than Schneider lays out in her book.

First, emphasizing the negative consequences of the ideology of privacy, i.e. as justifying non-intervention and leaving victims of battering without de facto and de jure protection, has paradoxically also led to a social and legal climate in the U.S. where legally-based criminal justice interventions in the private domain are currently advocated as necessary and legitimate, even against the wishes of the victim. The most obvious example is the institutionalization of mandatory arrest laws or no-drop policies. Mandatory arrest is critiqued as too blunt an instrument to demonstrate the state’s commitment to take responsibility for responding to wife abuse and too problematic an intervention into private life, disproportionately affecting women of color. 56

55 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 15-20, 88-94, 97.

56 A number of commentators have noted the problems inherent in mandatory arrest laws. See, e.g., Donna Coker, Shifting the Power for Battered Women: Law, Material Resources, and Poor Women of Color, 33 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 1009, 1042-49 (2000) (noting inappropriate arrests and prosecution of battered women under mandatory arrest laws, poor women’s exposure to state control when jurisdictions require police to report each domestic violence call as suspected child abuse, and mandatory arrest policies creating backlash against low-income women); Linda Mills, Killing Her Softly: Intimate Abuse and the Violence of State Intervention, 113 HARV. L. REV. 550, 555, 565 (1999) (arguing that the very state interventions designed to help battered women often replicate the emotional abuse of the battering relationship, and that studies on mandatory arrests have shown that the frequency of repeat violence against battered women increased when those arrested were unemployed, African-American, or high school dropouts); Bruce J. Winick, Applying the Law Therapeutically in Domestic Violence Cases, UMKC L. REV. 33, 71-78 (2000) (noting the various criticisms of mandatory arrests as paternalistic, disempowering, and likely to increase violence for women who are African-American or whose abusers are unemployed); Joan Zorza, Must We Stop Arresting Batterers? Analysis and Policy Implications of New Police Domestic Violence Studies, 28 NEW ENGL. L. REV. 929, 930-31 (1994) (noting that the issue of mandatory arrest cannot be seen in isolation and is impacted by prosecutorial decision-making and
Nevertheless, these critiques are considered of secondary importance, and they have not changed the increasing implementation nationwide of these policies. Advocates argue that it is the responsibility of the state to unequivocally and firmly sanction and punish criminal, violent behavior in the family. The argument that the offender’s arrest and prosecution might entail an intervention in the victim’s private life that she did not intend or want is considered to be understandable at best, but irrelevant in the process of legal implementation. This is a direct consequence of the shift of wife abuse from the private to the public domain and illustrates how the underlying binary of the public and the private is upheld and has, in the implementation of its consequences, been simply turned into its opposite. In other words, the complexity and nuance in analysis, in which wife abuse is perceived as a public and private problem simultaneously, with all the complexities and ambiguities that that brings for both victims and lawmakers, has hardly been

---


58 Some advocates argue that domestic violence is a public crime and therefore the state has a responsibility to “intervene aggressively” in order to “communicate[] and follow[] through on the message that the state will not tolerate violence of any sort.” Cheryl Hanna, No Right to Choose: Mandated Victim Participation in Domestic Violence Prosecutions, 109 HARV. L. REV. 1849, 1865 (1996). Some further argue that the state condones and promotes violence when it refuses to intervene. Id. See also Matthew Litsky, Explaining the Legal System’s Inadequate Response to the Abuse of Women: A Lack of Coordination, 8 N.Y.L. SCH. J. HUM. RTS. 149 (1990) (arguing for state intervention through the coordination of the legislature, police, prosecutors, and judiciary); Kathleen Waits, The Criminal Justice System’s Response to a Battering: Understanding the Problem, Forging the Solutions, 60 WASH. L. REV. 267 (1985) (contending that “[f]ull-scale, vigorous legal response to battering remains the exception and not the rule” and recommending stronger intervention by police, prosecutors, and judiciary).
acknowledged. The problem with mandatory interventions in wife battering is that political recognition of this as a public problem risks eclipsing the private interests that women, as agents, maintain. As a response to the claim that wife battering is a social problem that requires the state to take public responsibility, the baby is sometimes thrown out with the bath water. The fact that law, notably criminal law, has been used as a major vehicle to materialize this public responsibility, only exacerbates this dynamic. Law, as the motor of regulation based on general rules and principles that operate within an either/or paradigm, is by definition not well suited to address the messy complexities of public violence in the private home.59

Secondly, this shift to defining the battered woman as a public identity—in the United States as a legal identity60—deserves to be analyzed in an American socio-legal context. Maybe we are facing a typical American development given America’s “love affair with law,” a phenomenon that is quite striking from a Western European perspective and not as prominently developed in Western Europe.61 Battering has entered the public domain in the U.S. through a rights regime. In Europe—not only in the Netherlands, but also in the U.K., where there is even more of a rights regime than in the Netherlands, Germany, France, or other European countries—we see a different approach than that used in the United States. Without wanting to sound too optimistic, in Western European countries there is more of a balance between the legal and the social category and the social policy strategies that the battered

59 See also Renée Römken, Protecting Prosecution, CRIME & DELINQUENCY (forthcoming 2002).
60 See supra note 11 (regarding the United States battered women’s movement); infra note 64 (regarding the Violence Against Women Act of 1994).
61 See, e.g., Susan L. Miller & Rosemary Barberet, A Cross-Cultural Comparison of Social Reform: The Growing Pains of the Battered Women’s Movements in Washington, D.C. and Madrid, Spain, 19 L. & SOC. INQUIRY 923 (1994) (concluding that criminal justice respondents in the United States advocated arrests in conjunction with social services, while in Spain, these respondents were more reluctant to endorse criminal sanctions).
women’s movements have pursued in trying to devise supportive policies, such as obtaining funding for shelters and hot lines. In Western Europe the issue of battering has been a much more effective domain of socio-political struggle than in the U.S. It is an important point to bear in mind that when reflecting on the relevance of American feminist legal achievements in an international context. These achievements need to be socially and culturally contextualized. We have to assess critically how successful the political strategy has been to focus on legalizing the identity of the battered woman as a vehicle to gain, among other things, political and community support, public attention, and state intervention.

That brings me to the second and more general point: what are the limits and the possibilities of law? In her book, Schneider focuses on the possibilities of law. Obviously, law is an important and sometimes necessary instrument in the sense that it can facilitate the translation of a social problem into a subject of public concern and even public responsibility that provides citizens with an entitlement to public care, concern, protection or support. Schneider’s book stimulates us to think about what we need and want from law from a feminist social justice perspective. In addition to important issues that Schneider raises, we need a better understanding of the structural limitations that are inherent in law. Law is inevitably an instrument of governance, a powerful instrument in the hands of legislators, administrators, governments and their representatives, deployed in order to regulate society and its citizens. What is particularly

62 The European Union has established three priorities in combating violence: the enactment of legislation; the enforcement of that legislation; and the modification of societal attitudes and stereotypes. See EU Reaffirms Commitment to Punishing Violence Against Women, XINHUA GENERAL NEWS SERV., Mar. 7, 2002. The European Union has enacted Daphne, an action program that does not focus predominantly on criminal legal projects, unlike most VAWA grants in the United States. The E.U. program, Daphne, funds forty-seven projects aimed at “combating violence against women and children.” See Press Release, Commission of the European Communities, The European Commission Supports Fight Against Violence to Women and Children (Dec. 20, 2000).
telling is that the legalizing tendency discussed before is so profoundly dominated by criminal law. Is the feminist social movement to be remembered for its influence on criminal law, as Sanford Kadish recently indicated? The question then becomes, if this is a victory, might it resemble a Pyrrhic victory, one that implies substantial damage? The overinvestment in criminal legal interventions within the Violence Against Women Act (“VAWA”) and the grants that flow from VAWA—millions of dollars going to support pilot projects and fund research into criminal justice interventions, notably mandatory arrest, and lack of support to the civil rights remedy—is more than just an unfortunate side effect. A criminal rights regime is by definition focused on control and punishment. It might reflect a tendency that represents the increasingly punitive attitude toward social ills and problems that is prominent in the United States.

63 In his recent essay on changes in the past fifty years in criminal law, Sanford Kadish views the influence of feminism on criminal law as a “social development to be remembered.” Sanford Kadish, Fifty Years of Criminal Law: An Opinionated Review, 87 CAL. L. REV. 943, 981 (1999). He points in particular to changes in rape law and in the law of self-defense. Id. at 975-79.

64 Violence Against Women Act (“VAWA”), Pub. L. No. 103-322, Title IV, 108 Stat. 1941 (codified as amended in various sections of 42 U.S.C.). VAWA, passed as part of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, is a comprehensive effort to address the problem of violence against women through a variety of mechanisms, including increased funding for women’s shelters, a national domestic abuse hotline, rape education and prevention programs, and training for federal and state judges. SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 188-98. It provided for reform of remedies available to battered immigrant women, development of an innovative civil rights remedy, and a host of other provisions including criminal enforcement of interstate orders of protection. VAWA’s civil rights remedy created a federal civil rights cause of action so that all women who had been physically abused because of their gender could sue their attackers in federal court. It permitted compensatory and punitive damages as well as equitable relief. This provision, however, was held unconstitutional under United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 627 (2000) (concluding that Congress lacked constitutional authority under the Commerce Clause to enact VAWA since gender-motivated crimes were not considered economic activity). For a more thorough discussion of Morrison, see infra note 84.

65 See GARLAND, supra note 32, at 52-60 (discussing a reversion to a
violence is more the subject of post-hoc, mostly criminal legal interventions and control of perpetrators than of prevention or support of victims.66

We need to be aware of the limits of law, as well as of its contradictory effects, when it comes to bringing about social transformation, or bringing about social justice, in this case for battered women. Schneider’s work points out consistently that law, most notably criminal law, is not an easy tool with which to work. Its accessibility is limited, and, as Sally Merry mentioned already, lawyering in this domain is problematic. The legal process itself brings about many subversions of the original intentions of the law. From that perspective the term “feminist lawmaking,” although relevant on a descriptive level, sounds somewhat optimistic. The law in this domain does not just provide rights as trumps to be cashed in while struggling against violence against women and for social justice. Rights are equally, if not more, instruments to control, to monitor, and to subject the rights bearers to a regime that constitutes legal identities that do not necessarily serve the interests of the rights bearers who are initially looking for support. In this domain there are many compelling examples of how laws subvert their intended support.

The “battered woman’s syndrome,”67 for example, is a very clear example, as are mandatory arrest laws. The term “feminist lawmaking” as the project that motivates this book pictures leading developments in this field as a politically emancipatory

66 Domestic violence is another example of a social problem that has become subjugated through criminalization in the current “culture of control” as analyzed by David Garland. See GARLAND, supra note 32. For a critical analysis of the rights regime in the field of domestic violence, see Renée Römken, Law As a Trojan Horse: Unintended Consequences of Rights-Based Interventions to Support Battered Women, 13 YALE J. L. & FEMINISM 265 (2001). See also Donna Coker, Crime Control and Feminist Law Reform in Domestic Violence Law: A Critical Review, 4 BUFF. CRIM. L. REV. 801, 802-05 (2001) (arguing that the litmus test for measuring effective laws or policies for battered women should be whether legal or social service interventions enhance women’s access to material resources).

67 See supra notes 16-17 and accompanying text (discussing “battered woman syndrome”).
project. In doing so, it pictures the law from a slightly modernist perspective as a mechanism that brings about progress. Laws in the domain of battering certainly bring a civilizing message that it is morally wrong and illegal. Of course, I agree with the message. But using the law as an instrument to bring that message across means the invocation of an instrument that demands a considerable price. In that respect, the book appears to reflect an optimism about what law can accomplish. This same optimism that I read in it, seductive as it is, has inspired me to reflect on the limitations of law and how this might be related to politics of rights.68 From an international perspective it is important to learn lessons from these achievements in addition to the counterproductive effect of feminist legal struggles in the United States and elsewhere. This book documents a crucial part of that history and inspires us to engage in global dialogues!

Christine Harrington

I have a question, Renée. When you stated that from the European perspective the relationship between social categories and legal categories is more balanced in contrast to the American viewpoint, I wondered whether politics regarding services have experiences similar to or different from changes in the United States. For example, has there been a professionalization of anti-domestic violence services? Liz commented that one objective she had in writing the book was to reconnect gender to violence.69 This is also part of her argument on refueling social movements and the challenges faced as a result of professionalization. Would you comment on the professionalization of services from a European view? I tend to think that in the U.S. legalization is often confused with and coupled with professionalization.

68 For a more elaborate discussion of the flipside of the politics of rights for battered women, see Römkens, supra note 66.
69 See SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 232 (arguing for the need to link violence to gender inequality).
Battered Women & Feminist Lawmaking

Betsy Stanko

If you do not mind, Chris, as an audience member I would like to respond to your question. One of the observations I have made after living in London for the last twenty years (after previously living in the U.S.) is about the differences between a U.S. and European perspective on the use of law in domestic violence situations. I have asked myself about the impact of the decline of the welfare state in the U.S. on the emergence of law as the primary remedy to many harms. In the U.K., for example, we still have a welfare state. The government not only believes in the public sector but also has a real desire to respond to the needs of people. Much of the activist feminist politics in and around the violence against women movement in the U.K. expects to engage the entire public sector, not only the arm of the law. Campaigns to involve the public sector in responses to domestic violence include a second layer of government, such as the local authority or the local health authority, in the provision of help and assistance.

70 The British government established a Social Exclusion Unit in Downing Street to create cross-departmental, integrated solutions to the problems of those who fall through the welfare net. The unit has established eighteen policy action teams to address the problems, including homelessness, poor education, crime, inner city regeneration, and drug addiction. See Social Security: Government Policy, UK: MEDIUM-TERM POLITICAL OUTLOOK, Jan. 30, 2002.

71 In the U.K. methods to cope with domestic violence engage the entire public sector. Several examples include public awareness campaigns about sexual and physical violence against women, training programs for public services providers, and distribution of leaflets and good practice guidelines instructing women and service providers on handling domestic violence. See Betsy Stanko, A Profile of Violence Against Women, Criminal Justice Conference-Violence Against Women (Nov. 24-25, 1999), available at www.homeoffice.gov.uk/domesticviolence/stanko.htm. Such public efforts have not infringed on law enforcement reform. Id.; see also infra note 72 on the high degree of police involvement in Britain’s domestic violence movement. Improving law enforcement’s understanding of domestic violence issues remains a critical objective for feminist politics in the U.K. See generally infra note 72.

72 Great Britain’s approach to domestic violence also utilizes a high
I find myself appalled by the lack of social safety net in the United States. In European life, the law and the police are only one part of a solution to domestic violence. In the U.K. we cannot even mandate arrest in domestic violence situations. But under European rights legislation, we can begin to re-conceptualize the need—indeed the duty—to protect people from harm. I now hear police officers saying we have to do something more in domestic violence situations because we have a duty to protect. It is a new discourse. This is one hook that the police in particular are using to make the health service devise plans to protect people from domestic violence. So the police, as one agent of law, are challenging others in the public sector to take notice of domestic violence. This makes a huge difference in degree of involvement by the centralized government through its criminal justice system. See Rebecca Morley & Audrey Mullender, Police Research Group, Preventing Domestic Violence to Women, in Crime Prevention Unit Series: Paper No. 48, at 36 (Gloria Laycock ed., 1994). The hallmark 1990 Home Office Circular recommending police forces to develop strategies to take positive, pro-arrest action against assailants of domestic violence victims resulted in the proliferation of domestic violence units (“DVUs”); furthermore, the police were the first statutory agencies created to achieve accountability to the community with respect to domestic violence. See id. at 16-17. In addition, police policies are encouraged to maintain a pro-charge attitude when prosecuting domestic violence offenders, although these policies may not be entirely effective. Carolyn Hoyle & Andrew Sanders, Police Response to Domestic Violence, 40 Brit. J. Criminol. 14 (2000) (writing that pro-arrest and pro-charge policies do not necessarily achieve results preferred by victims themselves of cessation of violence). Community support through refuges, support groups, and crisis services has also been emphasized. See Morley & Mullender, supra at 30-34. Government policies continue to emphasize close relationships between crime-fighters and social welfare agencies, as well as police involvement. Jalna Hanmer & Sue Griffiths, Reducing Domestic Violence . . . What Works? Policing Domestic Violence, Crime Reduction Research Series (Jan. 2000), at http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/prpdowns/poldv.pdf.

finding additional space from law as a solution to domestic violence.

Marianne Wesson

There are so many wonderful things about this book I could spend my whole few minutes just talking about the things I admire. But I do not want to do that, in part because I have said many of those things in print, and in part because I would like to engage with you today on two particular issues: the question of privacy and the point both Liz and Renée have made about Americans seeming to think of legal solutions and legal remedies first before we consider other solutions to social problems. To take the second point first, I think you are quite right in this book, Liz, about the primacy Americans have placed on legal rather than other solutions, and I have wondered why that is so. The suggestion—a very useful observation—has been made that it has something to do with the sort of social safety net that exists in other countries but is increasingly dwindling in the United States. I have been thinking about this because we have been traveling around a little bit in Eastern Europe before landing here in Budapest. Everywhere we have been, we have seen castles. We visited several and were shown, among other things, treasure troves of ancestral monarchies. I kept thinking, why is it I have gone for years without seeing a castle (at least since my kid got too old to go to Disneyland), and now that I am in Europe, I spend every other day in one? We do not have such a tradition in the U.S. We have never had a king; we do not have much of a shared history.

The United States is an enormous country; it is increasingly diverse; it is very violent. Many people who live in it consider they do not share a great deal with all of their fellow countrymen. The one thing that we do share, on the whole, is a commitment to what we rather grandly call the Rule of Law. It is not always such a grand thing, and it is not always benign. Nevertheless, I think that is why we think of the law first, Renée,

---

74 Wesson, supra note 1, at 23.
because we do not have anything else to appeal as a source of our commonality or our national identity. We have this phrase—it is a sexist phrase, but it is still useful—“We are a nation of laws, not men.” The phrase implies that leaders and dynasties—we undeniably still have those—will come and go, but the one thing that will remain at bedrock is the rule of law. Of course, we still struggle over its meaning. But I believe that is the reason we think of the law so constantly and insistently, in a way a European finds, no doubt, peculiar.

I want to say that one of the things I admire so much about Liz’s book is her optimism. I know it is hard to share it all the time. But I like reading something that reflects that “glass-is-half-full” attitude, especially after being at this conference. I have been at quite a few panels, which I felt were all good, some brilliant; however, it occurred to me that the official attitude of this conference is pessimism. There might be a generic title applicable to every panel that would be something like “an exquisitely nuanced and profoundly insightful discussion of a confessedly insoluble problem.” They mostly conclude, “Huh, nothing can be done.” Or perhaps the more optimistic panels conclude, “There is a great deal of work that remains to be done.”

It is refreshing to encounter a divergence. I rarely encounter a piece of writing that makes me feel like I want to go do this work. Yes, of course there is a great deal of work remaining, and Liz’s book serves as a useful inventory of what it might be. But it is not said in a passive voice. It is said this way: “Look, let us roll up our sleeves. There is a lot that remains to be done.” So I like the way reading this book renewed in me the spirit of commitment to the solution of this problem, even though the path to a solution is not always clear.

I can only talk about this problem from my own position as an American, a lawyer, and a former prosecutor. I tend to think

---

75 John Adams, Thoughts on Government, Jan. 1776, available at http://odur.let.rug.nl/~usa/P/ja2/writings/tog.html (“[N]o good government [exists] but what is republican . . . [and] the very definition of a republic is ‘an empire of laws, and not of men.’”).
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of those immediately as the aspects of my own identity that I can mobilize in thinking about solving this problem, although those are not the only helpful identities.

Now let me turn to the question of privacy and privatization. Catharine MacKinnon once said—I think she was quoting someone else—“Privacy is an injury got up as a gift.” 76 She was talking about the interest of women, of course. I have thought about that phrase often. Usually, when people talk about privacy they are talking about the gift—something desired, something sought after. Do not get me wrong. I like my privacy as much as the next person. I have never understood why a few years teenagers wanted to be Madonna, the woman who never has any privacy. Even when she goes to the dentist, there is someone there with a camera to record it. That just never appealed to me at all. But I do think that the regime of privacy and the increasing privatization of things once regarded as matters in the public sphere carries with it many dangers for the vulnerable, and especially for women.

I have heard a lot about privatization in attending various panels at this conference. For example, speaking globally—and I can only speak in a very general way because I do not have a lot of expertise here—I have heard a lot of talk about growing national deference to private economic arrangements. There is an entire regime of international agreements that seek to institutionalize and make permanent this deference by governments to private economic arrangements, 77 a kind of privatization of the international economy coupled with measures designed to discourage regulation that might make it less of a brutal capitalistic enterprise. Whether that is good or bad, I do not think anyone can deny that that we are seeing a trend. It is in

76 CATHARINE MACKINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED: DISCOURSES ON LIFE AND LAW 10 (Harv. Univ. Press 1987).
77 See generally Gordon A. Christenson, Federal Courts and World Civil Society, 6 J. TRANSNAT’L L. & POL’Y 405, 431 (1997) (explaining that treaties are interpreted as self-executing when private economic or commercial interests are protected); Neil Munro, Cybercrime Treaty on Trial, NAT’L J., Mar. 10, 2001 (discussing an anti-crime treaty being drafted in Europe and how privacy advocates feel this may undermine economic growth).
part the product of a kind of utilitarian argument that seems to be at its maximum influence these days, the proposition that government is less efficient than private institutions at the promotion of certain kinds of social goods.

At this conference I have also heard about the proliferation of a regime of private decision-making, frequently by arbitration. In the United States, for example, if you sign a contract for the purchase of goods, it is very likely that, if there is any kind of formality at all to the agreement, you sign away your right to bring litigation against the manufacturer or seller of those goods.\textsuperscript{78} You are required, if there is a dispute, to submit to arbitration.\textsuperscript{79} And the agreement might even provide that the seller of the goods will designate the arbitrator. As a result, you as the consumer give away your right to a public remedy in favor of an agreement (which is extorted from you because it is the only way you can buy the camera or whatever it is you want). The purchasing public has no other choice but to submit to the privatization of dispute resolution.

Privatization arrangements also prevail in many sorts of employment agreements.\textsuperscript{80} We have seen in the United States


\textsuperscript{79} See, e.g., Taubman v. Prospect Drilling & Sawing, Inc., 469 N.W.2d 335 (Minn. App. 1991) (discussing how the Minnesota Sales Representative Act, Minnesota’s version of the Uniform Securities Act, requires disputes to be submitted to arbitration); Helena Chemical Co. v. Wilkins, 47 S.W.3d 486, 492 (Tex. 2001) (discussing the requirement to submit to arbitration in the context of sales of goods). See also Richard A. Bales, \textit{A New Direction for American Labor Law}, 30 HOUS. L. REV. 1863, 1912 (1994) (surveying Supreme Court cases demonstrating judicial receptiveness to arbitration clause enforcement in commercial sales contracts and judicial interpretation of the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 1-14).
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Supreme Court within the last couple of years an endorsement of the legality and propriety of these kinds of arrangements, in which people sign away their right to seek a public remedy in favor of a privatized remedy.\(^{81}\) Our president has initiated a discussion about the desirability of privatizing much or all of our Social Security system,\(^{82}\) which is the system of old age pensions for people in the United States. It has always been organized as a public agency, administered by public servants who were answerable, as governmental agencies are, but powerful interests promote to substitute this public system for a private one by making security in one’s old age an individual matter of accumulating money, investing it, and then moving one’s investment around in an entrepreneurial manner. So I see a lot of evidence that this trend toward privatization is continuing and accelerating, and I wonder what that means for the movement for the protection of battered and vulnerable women and children.

One of the things that Liz talks about in her book is the Violence Against Women Act of 1994.\(^{83}\) But as Renée mentions, in a development that came after the book was published, the (discussing the Federal Arbitration Act in relation to employment contracts).


United States Supreme Court in *United States v. Morrison* declared unconstitutional the civil rights remedy of the Violence Against Women Act, the portions that would have given women who were victims of gender-motivated violence a right to seek a private remedy in the federal courts of the United States.84 One can put forth various explanations of this decision, but to me it represents a rather subtle statement of the old premise that this kind of violence really is a private matter. It is not important enough, and it does not have significant enough nation-wide effects for the federal courts to have any jurisdiction to consider it. It has to be considered (if at all) by local courts, by local authorities. State courts are all right for those cases, but the federal courts—the big courts, the important courts, the courts that deal with momentous matters significant to the nation and the nation’s health—really do not have any jurisdiction over this rather small private matter. I am being perhaps a bit sarcastic,

84 United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000). The plaintiff in *Morrison*, Christy Brzonkala, a freshman at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, alleged rape by two defendant varsity football players. After the university judicial committee failed to find sufficient evidence to punish them, the plaintiff brought civil suits against the university under Title IX, 20 U.S.C. §§ 1681-88, for the handling of her complaint and against both varsity football players under 42 U.S.C. § 13981, codifying § 40302 of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994, 108 Stat. 1941-42, which provides that persons may receive compensatory, punitive, declarative, or injunctive relief from those who have deprived them of their right to be free from gender-motivated violence. *Morrison*, 529 U.S. at 604. The district court dismissed the plaintiff’s case against the university for failure to state a claim, concluding that Congress lacked the power under the Commerce Clause or Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. *Id.* at 604-05. In *Morrison*, the case against the football players, the Supreme Court held that Congress lacked constitutional power under the Commerce Clause even to provide a civil remedy for gender-motivated violence, which the Court said constituted intrastate non-economic activity not substantially related to interstate commerce. *Id.* at 613-18, relying on United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995). The Court explicitly left open the possibility of Congress’ Commerce Clause powers to regulate non-economic activities affecting interstate commerce, but declined to place gender-motivated violence within Congress’ power to regulate, fearing that permitting federal regulation of such an attenuated relationship to interstate commerce would over-broaden Congress’ regulatory powers. *Id.* at 614-16.
but I think that is a defensible reading of what the court was saying in *Morrison*. And if I am right in my reading of this case together with other developments in United States constitutional law, I see a gradual but relentless enlargement of this sphere of privacy, inside of which the government may not or will not be inclined to look. I do not think that is a good thing for vulnerable people or for battered women.

You may know that the President of the United States, George W. Bush, when asked whom he would appoint to vacancies on the United States Supreme Court, if any should arise (as it is very likely that they will during his term), said he would like to appoint more justices like two of the present members of the court—Justice Thomas and Justice Scalia. So I am always interested in what these two jurists are saying and doing because it seems likely that they may be replicated before long. When I look at their decisions across a broad range of subject matters, I find that this concern with privacy, the protection of someone’s right to keep certain matters private and away from the gaze of the government, is a pervading theme, even when the question is one on which a person George W. Bush admires would take a different view. For example, Justices Scalia and Thomas are quite willing to vote against the government in matters involving criminal prosecution and in

---


86 Laurie Kellman, Bush, Gore Touted Different Justices, A.P. ONLINE, Dec. 11, 2000 (“Throughout the year, Bush tried to frame the issue in terms of philosophy, saying his ideal nominees would base their judgments strictly on the words of the Constitution. Pressed to name a justice who fits that mold, Bush pointed to Scalia and Thomas.”); Stephen B. Presser, How Bush Would Fix the Supremes, CHIC. TRIB., Nov. 5, 2000 (“Bush said he wants more justices like them [Scalia and Thomas].”).
favor of the defendant when they feel that the right to privacy is implicated.\footnote{See Minnesota v. Olson, 495 U.S 91 (1990) (Scalia & Thomas, JJ., joining majority) (holding that overnight guest who stays in another’s house with the owner’s permission legitimately shares the owner’s expectation of privacy under the Fourth Amendment). \textit{But see} Indianapolis v. Edmond, 121 S. Ct. 447, 458, 460-62 (2000) (Rehnquist, C.J., Scalia & Thomas, JJ. dissenting) (joining Chief Justice Rehnquist in rejecting the majority’s finding that City of Indianapolis’ use of drug-sniffing dogs at traffic checkpoints violated the Fourth Amendment; finding, instead, a lowered level of Fourth Amendment protection in a car, as opposed to a private residence); Minnesota v. Carter, 525 U.S. 83, 91-99 (1998) (Scalia & Thomas, JJ., concurring) (concurring with majority’s reasoning in denying Fourth Amendment protection from discovery of illegal activities by police officer who looked through window of the house where defendants were bagging cocaine).} I am thinking especially of a recent decision addressing whether the police could use what is called a thermal imaging device to look—not look, literally, but to sense what was going on—inside the walls of a house.\footnote{Kyllo v. United States, 533 U.S. 27 (2001) (finding warrantless thermal imaging searches in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment when used to detect emanations from the home).} Thermal imaging devices are law enforcement tools used to detect activities like the cultivation of marijuana, which uses growing lamps that generate a certain amount of heat. Prior to this decision, the Court had found that, in some remarkably similar situations, there was no violation of our Constitution’s prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures.\footnote{Florida v. Riley, 488 U.S. 445 (1989) (holding that defendant had no reasonable expectation that his curtilage was protected from naked eye observation from a helicopter four-hundred feet above); California v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 (1986) (holding no Fourth Amendment violation when police officers trained in marijuana identification took aerial photographs of defendant’s property from a private plane prior to securing warrant); Dow Chem. Co. v. United States, 476 U.S. 227 (1986) (holding that the EPA’s surveillance of defendant’s premises from a plane using an aerial mapping camera to enhance human vision did not constitute a Fourth Amendment violation).} In this matter, however, the Court found differently, and Justices Scalia and Thomas were careful to state their view that—they did not quite put it this way, but they might as well have—a man’s house is his castle. And inside one’s
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house, one is entitled to keep what is happening away from the view of the authorities.\(^{90}\)

There was another very overlooked decision about a year ago, a case called United States v. Hubbell,\(^{91}\) which involved a rather technical question. But in their concurring opinion in that case, Justices Thomas and Scalia declared a remarkably broad view of the prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures, suggesting that a person has a right to refuse, for example, the drawing of blood or the taking of fingerprints, or speaking for voice print analysis, very standard techniques of law enforcement.\(^{92}\) This is a position that the Court has not taken or even considered seriously in about forty years.\(^{93}\) So I see all of these decisions as presaging a trend in our Supreme Court toward greater protection of the right of privacy, at least in one’s home and one’s person.

Now this leads me to another point. Privacy is not a good that is lying around on the ground waiting for all of us to pick it up if we only are attracted to it. Privacy must be purchased like anything else. If you are not convinced, just try traveling around Europe for a while and staying some nights in lodgings that cost $25 a night and other nights in lodgings that cost $250 a night, and compare the amount of privacy you enjoy in those two kinds of lodgings. They are not the same because privacy is expensive. Privacy is far more available to those who have money to buy it than those who do not. The trend toward the enlargement of the sphere of privacy couples with my view that privacy is a good

\(^{90}\) Kyllo, 525 U.S. at 28, 34.

\(^{91}\) 530 U.S. 27 (2000).

\(^{92}\) Id. at 49-56 (arguing the term, “witness,” has a broader meaning than that given by the majority, such that the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination would protect against the compelled production of not only incriminating testimony but also any other incriminating evidence, thus interpreting protection against searches and seizures to include a person’s refusal to comply with certain standard techniques of law enforcement).

that can be purchased by the well-off, but is unaffordable to the poor, which deepens my concern about these developments.

In conclusion, there are various developments in American constitutional law that point toward an increasing emphasis on the preservation of a private sphere behind an impenetrable veil. The analysis Liz provides in her book of the role that privacy has played in denying protection to battered women makes these developments especially troubling to me. At one point Liz recounts going to a demonstration, I think it was in Washington, D.C., and seeing a young woman holding a sign that said, “The power to stop violence against women begins with me.”94 Liz points out that this is in one way an inspiring message, because it is empowering; it suggests that each of us has the opportunity as individuals to do things to better our lives and protect ourselves.95 It is also to some extent a discouraging message because it suggests that it is purely the responsibility of each woman to protect herself, and that public agencies and public officials have no obligations in that regard. Suppose that sign had said something just a little bit different. Suppose it had said, “The responsibility to stop violence against women belongs to you.” Or suppose it said, “The responsibility to stop violence against a woman belongs to that woman.” Now imagine that sign being held up not by a young girl but by the justices of the United States Supreme Court. I am afraid we are going in that direction. As Liz points out, we have been there, and we do not want to go back.

Christine Harrington

Liz, would you like to make a few comments, and then we will open the discussion?

Liz Schneider

Yes. Thanks to all of you for really full, rich readings of the

94 SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 231.
95 Id.
book. I really appreciate the closeness of your analysis, and I am really interested in your reactions. It is always this amazing feeling when you write something. You have your own sense about what it is that you have sent out into the world. There then are all these different reactions to it and readings of it. People bring their own perspectives to it. Many of you saw the film yesterday, “Live Nude Girls Unite.”\footnote{LIVE NUDE GIRLS UNITE! (Julia Query & Vicky Funari, 2000).} People watched this ninety-minute film, and everybody brought something different to the discussion afterwards. Some people brought labor history, and some people brought issues of motherhood, and some people brought questions of sexuality. It is always so interesting to hear people’s responses to what one has put “out there.”

A lot of the issues that each of the readers have raised are issues about which I am continuing to think. Let me just try to highlight some of those issues. First, the point that both Sally and Renée made about criminalization is a question that I try to address in the book.\footnote{SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 6, 181-98.} I definitely see criminalization as a serious, serious issue, and the move to criminalize domestic violence in this country is very troubling. Indeed, the thesis of the book is that without a broader comprehension of a social welfare framework for understanding the interrelationship between violence and welfare, and women’s economic situation, and socialization, and sexual harassment, and all those things, we cannot really address the violence.\footnote{Id. at 6-8.} Criminalization as a solution in itself is a big problem, and I discuss this problem in the book. Sally’s point about the convergence of issues that are coming together around criminalization is very valuable, and I agree with it. It is a very problematic move. It is a move that manifests the problem that I try to address in the book, that domestic violence is viewed as a problem in and of itself and not linked to the larger issues of women’s economic situation, gender socialization, sex segregation, reproduction, and women’s subjugation within the family. But I also think understanding the other forces that both Sally and Mimi are highlighting, which
converge in that move towards criminalization, is very valuable.

The international human rights piece that Sally brings up here is really fascinating. It is particularly wonderful, Sally, because this is something that I am working on in a new paper. 99 In the book, I leave open the way in which these issues are reframed in the international human rights context. By coincidence, I have also been in China since I wrote the book and also experienced some of the inappropriateness of the American context. But there are ways in which the human rights frame (although there is resistance to CEDAW 100 and the human rights framework) can move beyond an individual psychological criminalizing perspective. That was a particularly important aspect of your comments, Sally. As you were speaking, I felt like we were reading each other’s minds.

To address Sally and Renée’s comments about the cultural context, I have a colleague, Judi Greenberg, who teaches at New England School of Law and who is teaching a course this summer in Ireland on Comparative Domestic Violence Law in the United States, Ireland, India and South Africa. Not only are there law school casebooks now, one of which Clare Dalton and I just published, 101 but there are courses on comparative domestic violence. Judi just left to teach this course in Ireland for two weeks, and we talked before she left. She observed that all four


countries rely on protective orders and criminalization remedies despite the diversity of contexts and explanations of domestic violence in each country. I do not know whether that just reflects the primacy of American frameworks in other countries or even whether it is true, but I think it is an interesting observation.

Renée’s comments and Betsy’s responses regarding the greater social-welfare context, for example, of the Netherlands and the U.K., suggest the significance of cultural specificity.\(^{102}\) Of course, there is always cultural specificity, and it is important to recognize this and integrate it into our analysis. Betsy did not mention this, but the history of the battered women’s movement in the U.K., for example, has historically been a more explicitly political and activist movement than what has developed in the United States.\(^{103}\)

**Renée Römkkens**

Very briefly, I think part of the answer to the question of differences in Western Europe is CEDAW (the Convention of the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women).\(^{104}\) CEDAW is a treaty by the U.N. in 1979. Various countries use the international human rights perspective more and more as a framework to say what they are doing and whether they are complying with this document. The focus of CEDAW, however, is clearly on legislation, so it has a unifying influence internationally.

**Liz Schneider**

As I discuss in the book, CEDAW and other international human rights documents see violence as linked to other aspects of women’s lives in ways that I think are very important.

---

\(^{102}\) See *supra* notes 71-72 and accompanying text.

\(^{103}\) See *supra* notes 71 (describing the battered women’s movement in the U.K.).

\(^{104}\) See *supra* note 100.
Sally Merry

Can I just intervene quickly? The thing about CEDAW is that it is not just about legislation; it is also about substantive equality. It is about media, ritual, and the spread of cultural stereotypes, education, and jobs. It actually has a very broad structural analysis about gender and equality. So I think it is really more about social transformation than just about legislation.

Liz Schneider

CEDAW raises the question of the implications of international human rights. This is an area where there is a lot of activism and writing. Many people are doing activist work around the world and bringing knowledge and experience home regarding the difference an international human rights framework makes.

On the mandatory arrest issue, I am sympathetic with the concerns that Renée raises. I think that it is not surprising that the Supreme Court struck down the civil rights remedy of VAWA, which was the non-criminal aspect. There are other sections of the Violence Against Women Act that still stand—renewed money for shelters and other things that are being used in an affirmative way. There is no question in my mind that the

---

105 See supra text accompanying notes 52-68.
106 See supra note 64 (discussing Violence Against Women Act).

Despite this substantial 2002 budget increase, it still falls over $100 million short of congressional authorized funding levels for VAWA. Jan Erickson, Legislative Update: Bush and Congress Reach Out to Rich White Guys, NAT’L NOW TIMES, Summer 2001, available at http://www.now.org/nnt/summer-2001/legupdate.html. This shortfall includes approximately half the authorized VAWA budget for rape prevention and education programs and less than authorized funding for battered women’s shelters. David M. Heger, Violence Against Women Policy Trends Report 19, NATIONAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN PREVENTION RESEARCH CENTER, July 5, 2001, at http://www.vawprevention.org/policy/trends/trends19.shtml. Additionally, the budget continues to provide no funding to a transitional housing program for victims despite a National Coalition Against Domestic Violence survey indicating that such a program is priority for domestic violence service providers. Id. However, the Bush Administration announced in April 2001 that it would request from Congress the additional funding of $102.5 million authorized for VAWA. Erickson, supra. In April 2001, the Senate proposed that the month of April be designated as National Sexual Assault Awareness Month, encouraging efforts to eliminate sexual violence and provide justice to sexual assault victims. S. Res. 72, 107th Cong. (2001). The House introduced the Victim’s Economic Security and Safety Act in July 2001 providing workplace protections for domestic and sexual assault victims requiring time off for physical or emotional health care and legal assistance. H.R. 2670, 107th Cong. (2001). The House, Senate, or President has not acted on either of these bills. More recently, the Bush Administration received criticism from women’s organizations alleging that his nominees for United States Attorney and the Third Circuit Court of Appeals are not capable of enforcing VAWA. See Audrey Hudson, 2nd Judicial Nominee Hit in Senate; Democrats Criticize Smith, GOP Cries Foul Over Pattern, WASH. TIMES, Feb. 27, 2002, at 1 (noting that the Third Circuit Court of Appeals nominee openly criticized VAWA on federalism grounds); Janet McConnaughey, NOW Says President’s Nominee “Inappropriate” for U.S. Attorney, BATON ROUGE STATE
privatization Mimi discussed is something that we will see only get worse. I would argue that the decontextualization of the broader gender framework in domestic violence that I discuss in the book is an example of this re-privatization, in a most problematic sense.

It is also fascinating to me that some of you read this book as so optimistic. I see the book as much more textured, describing a glass half full but also half empty. Indeed, in the book I try to struggle with what I think are some of the real limitations of law, which I now see more clearly than when I began this work. For example, many of us who began this work thirty years ago thought that getting expert testimony in on battering was going to change the rules of the game. We may not have fully appreciated the tenacity of law to reverse those insights—the way that law is one step forward and three steps backward. That is very much my own view in the book. So it is very interesting to me that it is read more optimistically by several of you. Maybe that is just the difference between the mind of the author and the minds of readers. This is the very reason that it is wonderful and valuable to have this kind of conversation.

So with that, again, thanks.

Christine Harrington

I, too, take exception to the view that Liz’s book is simply “optimistic.” In fact, I think that her theoretical analysis puts to rest this naïveté about law. There may be a tendency among lawyers to look for a fix, and if the fix does not cure the problem, they are viewed as “pessimistic”; if the fix does, they are called “optimistic.” This pessimist/optimist analysis, I think, belies the theoretically informed dimensions of this book. If there is something that is optimistic for me in reading the book, it is Liz’s continual development of the social relations and human conditions, which place people in positions of struggling for emancipation. This comes through in her own voice as author, in her description of her own life as a younger person at the

TIMES/MORNING ADVOCATE, Feb. 2, 2002, at 6B.
beginning of her movement experience all the way to today. It is this spirit we so often put into our imagined world of feminist lawmaking that gives us an angle, or standpoint, for comprehending the dialectic of rights and politics from a feminist perspective. I take exception to the optimist/pessimist debate because I do not find it fruitful in understanding the praxis.

Are there comments or questions from the audience?

**Elizabeth Rapaport**

I would like to ask Renée to amplify what she means by “the social category,” and by her critique that the social category offers a better alternative to legal strategies. Renée argues that European social democracies have adopted strategies of addressing feminist issues that are preferable to the legal strategies American feminists have adopted. I am not sure that I understand why there is an opposition or wherein it lies.

There was a time in the early history of Second Wave Feminism in the United States when many of us thought that classical socialism contained sufficient understanding of the “Woman Question,” when we believed that social reform embracing equality for women would more or less automatically achieve feminist goals. This classical socialist view might be a version of “the social category.” As Friedrich Engels often told working class and socialist audiences about the socialist future: when the first free man meets the first free woman, transformed social relations between the sexes would begin to appear in the new world of freedom and equality. Our movement revealed that issues of power and ideology are much stickier and more

---

108 See *supra* notes 11, 24-28, 55, 67, 97-98 and accompanying text (referring to the shift in classifying battered women as a social category in the 1970s to a legal category in the 1990s).


recalcitrant than we had initially understood. Renée, do you disagree with this reading of the history of the women’s movement in the United States or draw other lessons from European experience? Do you see the solution to problems of domestic violence as lying solely in a decent public commitment of resources to people in trouble, and the treatment of abusers and abused within the family in accordance with a pathologizing, medical model? What is the social category? For me it is an interesting and provocative notion, but raises the uneasy feeling that it ignores crucial lessons of our movement.

Renée Römkens

My intent when I made the dichotomy—and of course every dichotomy does not give a full spectrum of the facts—was to use a provocative hypothesis about the dichotomy between social and legal categories to highlight a tendency that I see in the U.S., in this case domestic violence—how a social problem becomes the subject of legalization that may exclude other political strategies. What are we doing as feminists, as people who are committed to social justice, when law seems to become a central strategy to achieve change? What kind of strategies do we look for? I certainly do not mean to use the social category to refer to battering as a medical or psychological issue, nor do I use it as a normative category in the sense that it implies or describes a certain approach or strategy that would necessarily be better or more effective. It is a descriptive distinction at this point to highlight what I consider to be a difference in the way law operates on a social and cultural level in the U.S. and in Europe, and the kinds of foci that are subsequently created in political strategies.

---

111 See supra notes 61-62, 71-73 and accompanying text (comparing the approach of the American battered women’s movement to that of similar activists in Western Europe, who have developed a method that provides a more equal balance between the legal and social strategies used in aiding battered women).
Isabel Marcus

I want to raise the question of going beyond caselaw and legislation. Most countries have some form of legislation that deals with the question of defining injury and the appropriate court’s jurisdiction, and I don’t think that the existence of a statute is the issue. Rather the focus should be on how law, lawyers and people hold public officials accountable. In one sense law has very limited ways to achieve accountability. In the United States, there are class action lawsuits and endless litigation, but law is a rough though necessary framework for accountability. Within bureaucracies, accountability is a much more complicated issue; the sledgehammer of the law does not achieve accountability. For example, in Eastern Europe there is no notion of suing the police for violations of civil rights, including for failure to protect battered women if prosecutorial discretion is abused.\footnote{See Christian Boulanger, \textit{Constitutionalism in East Central Europe? The Case of Slovakia Under Merciar}, 33 EAST EUROPEAN QUARTERLY 21 (Mar. 1999); Virginie Guiraudon, \textit{Third Country Nationals and European Law: Obstacles to Rights’ Expansion}, 24 J. ETHNIC & MIGRATION STUDIES 657 (Oct. 1998); Meltem Muftuler-Bac, \textit{The Impact of the European Union on Turkish Politics}, 34 EAST EUROPEAN QUARTERLY 159 (June 2000) (explaining that the law on prosecuting public officials is a major obstacle to the trial and punishment of public officials for human rights violations).} If judges pressure parties to settle cases by asking whether a battered woman forgives the perpetrator, or if doctors will not give a medical certificate, a gate-keeping device to allow the woman to file a lawsuit or a complaint with the police, separate criminal code provisions will be mere law on the books. It seems to me that as one starts thinking about accountability, the grass roots activism occurring in many countries is not about rewriting the law. Rather, it is a search for institutional and cultural mechanisms and transformations for developing accountability.

Christine Harrington

That calls for greater public transparency and is more
complex than the simple question of how privacy is situated as a value for Justice Scalia. New legal mechanisms or accountability for violent behaviors can be enacted. Liz’s involvement in writing an amicus brief in support of Hedda Nussbaum, who sued Joel Steinberg for tort damages,\(^{113}\) provides one example of this. Liz argued against civil assault statutes of limitation laws to enable battered women to exercise a legal right to sue in a civil context.\(^{114}\) I also think Isabel’s points are quite good in terms of showing the life of law and the continuing, unfolding dimensions of law. This perspective gives a richer analysis of state power and NGOs and these other factors.

**Renée Römkens**

You emphasize, Chris, the need for recognition of the importance of options other than law. And I find very interesting, for example, what has been happening in Australia, where activists are looking for alternative remedies that are more about developing social structures to hold agencies accountable.\(^{115}\)

**Audience Member**

\(^{113}\) Nussbaum v. Steinberg, 703 A.D.2d 32 (N.Y. 2000).

\(^{114}\) See SCHNEIDER supra, note 1, at 94, 181-82.

\(^{115}\) In Australia, a report entitled *Key Directions in Women’s Safety—A Co-ordinated Approach to Reducing Violence Against Women* was released on February 8, 2002 by the Office of Women’s Policy recognized the need for a specific strategy to address violence against women. See *Family Violence: Victorian Update*, at http://www.dvirc.org.au/resources/DVUpdateVictoria.htm (last visited Apr. 21, 2002). It proposed to focus government efforts in four key areas to reduce violence against women: (1) protection and justice (focusing on reform of the criminal justice system and police response), (2) options for women (including strategies to allow women to remain in the home rather than fleeing), (3) prevention of violence (including early intervention programs targeting young men), (4) community action and coordination (including a move toward an integrated response for family violence based on the “Duluth Model,” which incorporates the criminal justice system, programs for victims, perpetrators and other services. See *Domestic Abuse Intervention Project*, at http://www.Duluth-model.org/daipmain.htm (last visited Apr. 21, 2002).
I am from Turkey. One thing that you brought up is human rights texts and other texts like CEDAW. I do not think it is right to imply a lack of creativity on the part of people in other countries—for not enough people care about human rights. Even if people do care, many issues exist that have to be addressed. In discussing the private/public issue you first address privacy from a social aspect. And then you address privacy in terms of economics, for example the privatization of social securities. I guess there is a benefit in this.

In Turkey, we have virginity exams.\footnote{In Turkey, as in other societies, women are expected to be virgins until marriage, and those accused of not being virgins must consent to virginity exams under tremendous family and police pressures. Regan Ralph, \textit{A Matter of Power: State Control of Women's Virginity in Turkey} 6 (Human Rights Watch 1994). If rumors suggest a young woman is not a virgin, her family will often bring her to a state or private physician to establish either that her hymen is intact, or, if not, that it was damaged in an accident and not broken through sexual activity. \textit{Id.}} In the first sense of privacy, we cannot get rid of them. Constitutionally we are entitled to some level of privacy, but is privacy good for us? We cannot just turn it into gender equality. So the argument against privatization falls under one of economics. We are for privacy, however, because we do not want vaginal exams. In that sense, there is a certain use for privacy. I am not willing to give it up. It depends upon the particular cultural and political context.

\textit{Liz Schneider}

I agree. One thing I want to clarify, because it is important that it not be misunderstood, is that in the book, I also discuss some of the ways in which it is important to think affirmatively.
about privacy. Privacy is not just this terrible thing for battered women; it is important that privacy can also offer safety, integrity, and autonomy for women generally, as well as women who are battered. Many legal issues and many political questions have merged around these issues of privacy. Some examples include confidentiality of battered women’s names and addresses, privacy regarding the forwarding of mail, confidentiality and privacy regarding shelters and conversations with battered woman counselors. Thus, there are many contexts in which privacy for battered women is important and should be understood in that affirmative way.

None of this is simple. Sally’s first point—that the definition of the problem is so central—is the reason I start with the definition of the problem in the book. Other points that have not been mentioned in the conversation are the incredible difficulties in integrating and absorbing the lessons of the feminist arguments around domestic violence over a long period of time, the tremendous struggles judges face to do the job that they need to do, and the immense challenge to train lawyers to listen to the problems of battered women and not immediately move into a pathological perspective. I have been teaching specialized courses on domestic violence in law schools for ten years and have been training lawyers for many years on issues of domestic violence. Even lawyers who are incredibly thoughtful and sophisticated and who have done really good work have to engage in a continual process of self-reflection and self-criticism. This book is written in that spirit. I do not say this is the end of the conversation about our accomplishments and mistakes, but that a process of ongoing self-criticism and reflection is part of what it means to do this work. One constantly has to examine the new forms and manifestations of subversion, whether it is privatization or the ways in which—and I am sure Sally would agree—even the international human rights framework can be turned into its own contradiction. It is really about this as a long haul struggle, a long-term process of having to think and evaluate and rethink.

Having said that, I do want to go back to the issue that Renée

---

117 See SCHNEIDER, supra note 1, at 89-90.
raised about feminist lawmaking. The term “feminist lawmaking” is intended to be descriptive, not normative. Feminist legal advocates have helped develop new legal harms where they did not exist before. The law would not recognize sexual harassment\textsuperscript{118} or domestic violence as a harm if not for feminist lawmaking. Has that meant victory or even linear progress? Not at all! It has meant new struggles, new problems, new directions, and new twists in the road. But to not recognize that there has been something that has changed is, I think, not to really acknowledge the power and importance of feminist legal work over the last thirty years. We have not done enough, but we have made some incredibly important inroads. Law is not enough, but it is a start, and it can be very meaningful to many women on the ground.

\textit{Audience Member}

What are those lessons you mention? And what about looking toward the future and seeing what coordination is being done within the feminist movement or movements?

\textit{Liz Schneider}

Well, I think it is a worldwide movement now. There is an extraordinary amount of important work being done everywhere on these issues.\textsuperscript{119} The lessons involve recognizing the impact of

feminist legal advocacy around the world in transforming our understandings, and yet recognizing that that work has to be done in a self-critical way, that it has to be subject to, in a sense, the dialectics of practice, of seeing what works, of going back to theory, and going back to practice. Finally, the lessons show that this is really a long and slow process.

**Audience Member**

Is the book based on an American model?\(^{120}\)

**Liz Schneider**

It certainly focuses largely on that American experience, but it does not suggest that the American experience can or should be imported to other countries or cultures. I have done some work on violence in other parts of the world like South Africa and China. I think it is important to link this process in the U.S. with others around the world and to see the resonances and differences in other places. It would be wonderful if similar reflection and evaluation were done in other parts of the world and in other culturally-specific contexts to consider the victories, obstacles and lessons that we have to learn to do better work for women who are battered and link violence to women’s equality.

**Christine Harrington**

Thank you all, both panelists and audience members, so much for your participation in this stimulating conversation.

---

\(^{120}\) *See supra* notes 28 (discussing the legal rights and legislative approach to domestic violence that is used in the United States), 64 (discussing how VAWA functions) and accompanying text.